1. 15 Marshview/5888/Murphy - Site visit to review stake out and tree removal for this new SFR. DEFERRED

2. 5 Lawton Oaks/5589B/Berghausen - Additions at right rear. APPROVED

3. 57 Club Course Drive II/4477B/Bark - Revised plans for additions and alterations. DISAPPROVED

4. 109 Club Course Drive/1427C/Sheahan - Pool. DEFERRED

5. 171 Heritage Woods III/5885/Jogero. Final plans for new SFR. APPROVED

6. 90 Governors Road/2532C/Giuliani - Pool. APPROVED

7. 244 Harleston Green/5867/Durham - Window color for this new SFR. APPROVED

8. 27 N. Calibogue Cay/5870/Williams - Exterior colors on site. APPROVED

9. 18 C N. Calibogue Cay/5866/Clancy - Exterior colors on site. APPROVED

10. Documentation of long standing policy to require roof patches to match or entire roof must be replaced. DEFERRED